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An unlikely attraction brings comfort, joy and unforgettable romance this holiday season! An unlikely attraction brings comfort, joy and unforgettable romance this holiday season! 

Librarian Julia Winston is ready to ditch the quiet existence she's been living. She's made a list of new things to

experience, but falling for Jamie Caine, her sexy military pilot neighbor, isn't one of them. Julia's looking to conquer

life, not become the heartbreaker's latest conquest. But when two young brothers wind up in Julia's care for the

holidays, she'll take any help she can get—even Jamie's. 

Happy to step in, Jamie reveals a side of himself that's much harder to resist. Not only is he fantastic with kids, he

provides the strength Julia needs to tackle her list. She knows their temporary family can't last beyond the holidays,

but the closer she gets to Jamie, the more she wonders if things could be this merry and bright forever…
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